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attainable by an investor if the occurrence of the event could have been
predicted with certainty.
In this paper, observed stock return data are employed to examine various
methodologies which are used in event studies to measure security price
performance. Abnormal performance is introduced into this data. We asscss
the likelihood that various methodologies will lead to Type I errors rejecting the null hypothesis of no abnormal performance when it is true, and
Type I1 errors - failing to reject the null hypothesis of no abnormal
performance when it is false. Our concern is with the power of the various
methodologies. Power is the probability, for a given level of Type I error and
a given level of abnormal performance, that the hypothesis of no abnormal
performance will be rejected. Since a test's power indicates its ability to
discern the presence of abnormal performance, then all other things equal, a
more powerful test is preferred to a less powerful test.
The use of various methodologies is simulated by repeated application of
each methodology to samples which have been constructed by random
selection of securities and random assignment of an 'eventdate' to each.
Randomly selected securities should not, on average, exhibit any abnormal
performance. Thus, for a large number of applications of a given methodology, we examine the frequency of Type I errors. Abnormal performance is
then artificially introduced by transforming each sample security's return
around the time it experiences a hypothetical event. Each methodology is
then applied to a number of samples where the return data have thus been
transformed. For each meth'odology, and for various levels of abnormal
performance, this technique provides direct measures of the frequency of
Type I1 errors. Since, for any given level of abnormal performance, the power
of a test is equal to one minus the probability of a Type I1 error, this
technique thus allows us to examine the power of the methodologies and the
ability to detect abnormal performance when it is present.
Overview of the paper

General considerations which are relevant to measuring abnormal security
price performance are discussed in section 2. Performance measures in event
studies are classified into several categories: Mean Adjusted Returns, Market
Adjusted Returns, and Market and Risk Adjusted Returns. In section 3, we
specify methodologies which are based on each of these performance
measures and which are representative of current practice. We then devise a
simulation procedure for studying and comparing these methods, and their
numerous variations.
Initial results are presented in section 4. For each methodology, the
probability of Type I and Type I1 errors is assessed for both parametric and
non-parametric significance tests. In addition, the distributional properties of
the test statistics generated by each methodology are examined. We also
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focus on dillerent ways in which actual event studies take into account the
systematic risk of the sample securities. The risk adjustment methods we
compare are based on market model residuals, Fama-MacBeth residuals,
and what we call Control Portfolios.
In section 5, we discuss the ellect of imprecise prior information about the
timing of the event on the power of the tests. The use of the Cumulative
Average Residual procedure suggested by Fama. Fisher. Jensen and Roll
(1969) is also investigated.
In section 6, two forms of sample security 'clustering' are examined. We
first look at the calendar time clustering of events, and examine the
characteristics of the tests when all sample securities experience an event
during the same calendar time period. We then examine how the tests are
aflected when all sample securities have higher than average (or lower than
average) systematic risk.
Section 7 examines the ellect of the choice of market index on the various
tests. Section 8 reports additional simulation results. The sensitivity of earlier
simulation results to the number of sample securities is investigated.
Evidence is also presented on the likelihood that the various test methods
will, for a given sample, lead to the same inference.
Our conclusions, along with a summary of the paper's major results, are
presented in section 9; an appendix contains a more detailed discussion of
the specific performance assessment methods used in the study.

2. Measuring abnormal performance: General considerations
2.1. Defining nbnormal performance for a security

A security's price performance can only be considered 'abnormal' relative
to a particular benchmark. Thus, it is necessary to specify a mode1
generating 'normal' returns before abnormal returns can be measured. In this
paper, we will concentrate on three general models of the process generating
ex ante expected returns. These models are general representations of the
models which have been assumed in event studies. For each modeI, the
abnormal return for a given security in any time period t is defined as the
difference between its actual ex post return and that which is predicted under
the assumed return-generating process, The three models are as follows.
(1) Mean Adjusted Returns

The Mean Adjusted Returns model assumes that the ex ante expected
return for a given security i is equal to a constant Kt which can differ across
securities: E(R,)=K,. The predicted ex post return on security i in time
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equal to I when a particular event does take place. In an fl~cient market,
the abnormal return measure ,c, if correctly specified, must be such that

period t is equal to K,. The abnormal return 6, is equal to the difference
between the observed return, R,,, and the predicted return K,: E,=R,,-K,.
The Mean Adjusted Returns model is consistent with the Capital Asset
Pricing Model; under the assumption that a security has constant systematic
risk and that the eficient frontier is stationary, the Asset Pricing Model also
predicts that a security's expected return is constant.

abnormal returns conditional on the event can systematically be non-zero, as
can abnormal returns conditional on no event. The only restriction is that a
security's abnormal return, weighted by its magnitude and probability of
occurrence, have an expected value of zero. Under cach model just discussed,
the abnormal performance measure for every security has an unconditional
mean of 0 if the model is correct. In that sense, the abnormal performance
measures are unbiased for each model.
Of courle, another major purpose of specifying the 'correct' model for
expected returns is to reduce the variance of the abnormal return component
ei,. For example, in the Market and Risk Adjusted Returns model, a
contemporaneous relationship between realized security returns and realized
market returns is predicted by the ex ante model. In an event study, where
the market return which was observed at the time of each firm's event is
known, the variance of the abnormal component of returns will be lower if a
model takes into account the ex post relationship between a security's return
and that of the market. When the ex post return generating process is
correctly specified, abnormal performance, which is just the difference
between returns conditional on the event and returns unconditional on the
event, should be easier to detect.' Thus, if the Capital Asset Pricing model is
corract, then the Market and Risk Adjusted Returns method, by bringing to
bear additional information about the determinants of realized returns, such
as the security's systematic risk and the market's return, could increase the
power of the tests over the Mean Adjusted Returns method.'

(2) Market Adjwted Returns
This model assumes that ex ante expected returns are equal across
securities, but not necessarily constant for a given security. Since the market
portfolio of risky assets M is a linear combination of all securities, it follows
that E(R,)=E(R~,)=K, for any security i. The ex post abnormal return on
any security i is given by the difference between its return and that on the
market portfolio: &,=R, -R,,. The Market Adjusted Returns model is also
consistent with the Asset Pricing model if all securities have systematic risk
of unity.

This model presumes that some version of the Capital Asset Pricing Model
generates expected returns. For example, in the Black (1972) two-parameter
for any seAsset Pr~cing Model, E(Ri,)=E(ff,,)+p,[E(Rm,)-~(R,,)]=Ki,
curity i, where R,, is the return on a minimum variance portfolio of risky
assets which is uncorrelated with the market portfolio. In the Black model,
the abnormal return E ~ ,is equal to R. -[R,,(I -bi)+BiR.,].
For each of these three models, the return which will be realized on
security i in period 1, ff,, is given by

where K , is the expected return given by the particular model, and 6,which
is unknown at the beginning of period 1, is the component which is abnormal
or unexpected.

I

2.2. E~olrvltingalrernarive performance measures
Under each model of the return generating process, there will be times
when the realized return on a given security is different from that which was
predicted. However, returns in an fltcient market cannot systematically differ
from those which are predicted. That is, the expected value of the unexpected
component, Et, of a security's return cannot systematically differ from zero.
Let I be an integer. which is equal to 0 when no 'event' takes place, and
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'Our finition
o l abnormal pelrormanci as the d!Rcrence htwocn sonditlond (npsstsd) and
mcondittonal (srpssted) returns is wnaistcnt with the abnormal pelroman= metric uaed in
studia w k r s the event is aurosiated with cilhn gmd news (1- I1 or bad news (l=O) reg.. Ball
and B r w n (196811. I n sush ntudieq abnormal psrformana h ollcn measured as the average of
the deviation lrom unconditional returns whsn there i s gmd news and the deviation from
unwnditional returns when thcrc ir bad new% where the deviation from unwnditiond returns
whsn thns ia had ncw, is first multiplied by -1. I t can h shown that lhir sbnorrml
prlormana m v r c ia cqud to our definition of abnormal prfomancc condilional on good
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two abnonnal perfoman= menaura will k identical; in general, the two meallura direr only
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Riting model allowa a
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2.3. On the role ofsirnulorion
Unfortunately, specilying a more precise model 01 the proocsss generating
realized returns is not suficient for that model to generate a more powerful
test for abnormal performance. Even il the Capital Asset Pricing model is the
correct specification 01 the return generating process, it does not follow that
a performance measure based upon that model will dominate performance
measures bawd on the Mean Adjusted Returns method.
First, there is measurement error in each of the variables upon which
abnormal returns depend in the Asset Pricing model. Not only is a security's
risk measured with error, but, as Roll (1977) has argued, the market portfolio
cannot k observed directly. Such measurement error need not introduce any
systematic bias in event studies." However, with small samples. the measurement error in these variables may be so large that it renders inconsequential
any potential eficiency gains from more precise specification of the returngenerating process.'
Second, the eficiency of using a particular model of the return-generating
process will depend critically on the appropriateness of the additional
peripheral assumptions about the Zi, which must be made in order to test the
hypothesis of 'no abnormal performance' conditional on a particular event.
For example, with each method, a test statistic such as a I-statistic must be
computed and compared to the distribution of test statistics which is
assumed to obtain under the null hypothesis. To the extent that the assumed
sampling distribution under the null hypothesis differs from the true distribution, false inferences can result. If the assumed properties of the test
statistic under the Mean Adjusted Returns Method are more appropriate
than those under the Market and Risk Adjusted Returns Method, the Mean
Adjusted Returns Method can be preferred even if the second method is
'correct'.
Finally, there are a variety of ways of measuring abnormal returns under
di~Terentvartants of the Asset Pricing model. These include market model
residuals, Fama-MacBeth residuals, and control portfolios. The dillerences in
the predictive ability 01 such alternative methods could be substantial; the
usefulness of the Asset Pricing model is not independent of the specific
method of implementing the Market and Risk Adjusted Returns model.
Even if it were possible to analytically derive and compare the properties
of alternative methods for measuring abnormal performance in event studies,
conclusions from the comparison would not necessarily be valid if the actual
data used in event studies were generated by a process which dillered from
that which the comparison assumed. For this reason, the performance of the
'See Maycra and R i a (1979) for a more dsteilsd dirussion of how the unobservability of lhs
true market portfolio aflc~lsthe measures of abnormal performama. Bawa, Brown, and K l n n
(1979) precnt an extensive discussion of how measurement error can bs taken lnto account by
using the p r d i d i v c distribulion 01 returns [see also Pats11 (1976, p. 25611.
'Brsnnsr (1979) makea a nmilar point.
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alternative methods is an empirical question. To address the question, we
will employ simulation techniques which use actual security return data
(presumably generated by the 'true' process) to examine the characteristics of
various methodologies for measuring abnormal performance.
3. The exprimentnl deign

3.1. Sample construction
Our study concentrates on abnormal performance measurement using
monthly data:' To simulate methodologies based on the three general models
just discussed, we first construct 250 samples, each containing 50 securities.
The securities are selected at random and with replacement from a population consisting of all securities for which monthly return data are available
on the files of the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) a t the
University of Chicago.' For each security, we generate a hypothetical 'event'
month. Events are assumed to occur with equal probability in each month
from June 1944 through February 1971.' Events can occur in difirent
'kor our rlmularoon iludy, monthl) data oRcrs ocbcral adbantag- o w ddtly d a m The use of
monthly data rnablcs us to .onaocr tho* rrudnca vhlsh habe cmp1o)ed Fama.Maclklh (1973)
ratdualr. the oala n-r,
for r d t l v iomDutlns da
F a n - U a s l k t h ra.draln arc no1 to
our knowledge available, and such daily~rsridialshave not t e n uud in any event study.
Furthermore, the use of daily data involves complications whose treatment is largely beyond
the scope of this paper. Daily stock rsturnr depart more from normality than do monthly
rsturns [Fsma (1976, ch. 111. In addilioh the crtimstion of parivnstsra (such as systematic r i a )
from daily data ia s non-lrlvid msttcr due l o the non-synchronous trading problem [wr Sshole
and Williama (197711. Any conslwionr from rimulstions wing daily dam could be sensitive to
rpcific p r a r d u r e we cmpluyed l o hsndls lhs complisstionr asrociatd with non-normality and
non-synchronour trading.
We hsvs no slrong reason to belleve thst our conclusions about the relative performance of
vsrlour mslhcda for measuring abnormal wrformana would bs altered by the use of daily data.
Ho-ncr. ~n the abacnw 01 pr"b.cmr ,u;hrr non-normal8t) and nun.syn;hronow
traojnd, dl 01
toc mclhodr lor mcedvrmg 8Dnormd pcrformsncc arc porcnually morc p~ucrfu.unth &#ly date.
Frst. Osllr rclvrnl h n c imsllcr aeoard d o atlun. than do monthl,, ~ o -u r n s .The
mean
--aandard dcristlon of monthly rsturna for randomly selocled w~vrnties is about 7.8% [ F m a
(1976, p. 12311, wbsrsed t h conespndiog mcan standard dsvintton of daily reems will bs
approrimatsly 1.8% if dally rslurns u c sertally iodspeodcnl. I n addition, as we later indicste,
ths powsr of dl ths mctbadologisr incrsasa with knowlsdg aboul prscisly when an event
acura; u s of daily dsts l a potentially useful in that i t permils the rssarshcr to take advantage
of prbor mformtmon about the s w i f i c day of thc mouth on whish an event t o o t plare.
Pcrformana mssrursmsnl ~ 8 t hdaily date ir the subject of a uparate study we are currently
unrlcrlskin.
.
...
. .- 'We Y Y ~a c o m b ~ n ~ l ~i oo nn g r * ~ 0 ~ 8800
1 T a u ~ o c t h cishlfl 1S016lCll algor8lhm to m c r a l c
unhforrnl) d e l r ~ b u l dranaorn ndmo.ra on tnc [O. I , t n u c $ d Srr Marsaglna Ananthawayanan
and Paul t1973,lor r dcunpuao a f l n c alponrhm
'Gircn the other data requirements ws wtll discuar, including the requirement that F m a M a c l k r h rmduals bs camputd, these u s chc calendar mouths whoac selection maximirca the
lrnglh d t k cdsodnr tlme period over whish our sirnulatione u n be performed. Wilb the
sraplcon of m u l d funds, all CUSP l t s t d sccuriticr u s cligibls for selmion. Each CRSP
ssurity iniridly h m Ihc same probability of k i n g u l m e d . s u b j m to data availability. A
ascursty a n bs seloclod mare than ones for ioelwiao in a #rm rarnplc or in a dillcrcnt sample.
In both csser, w k n s r e r a vcurity drsady aelocted is again selccW iv is Lrealod ed a 'diflcrm~'
ssucity in the s e w that a new ereotkiate ir generated
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calendar months for different securities. This set of sample securities and
hypothetical event dates w~llbe used in most of the present study.
Define month '0' as the month in which the firm has been ass~gnedan
event. For a given sample, we use 100 return observations on each security
for the period around the time of the event. We use 100 months of data,
from month -89 through month + 10.8
Inrroducing abnormal performance

Return data for the 250 samples which have been chosen is based on
randomly selected securit~esand event dates, and, as indicated in section 2,
should not systematically exhibit any abnormal performance. However, an
importanl question we want to investigate is how different methodologies
oerform
when some abnormal verformance is present. It is thus necessary to
r~
specily a procedure for introducing a known level of abnormal performance
into the sample securities.
A particular level of abnormal performance is artificially introduced into a
given sample by transforming its actual return data. To introduce, say, 5 %
abnormal performance for each security of a sample, 0.05 is added to the
actual return on each sample security in the particular calendar month in
which its event is assumed to occur. Abnormal performance is thus
introduced by adding a constant to a security's observed return?
~

'U a security d a not havs thlr IM months of return drvr surrounding 01s svsntdale, i t a
T o handle rush mcr, we mntlnue to yclsst i s u r i l i r r and svsntnot included in !he
d a m until, for a given sample, we have found 50 resuriticn with a auficient amount d data.
With this v l e ~ l i o nprocedurs, the probabiiity of being included in our sample will depend upon
the mount o f data whish is available far a security. Far uamplc. a saurily with wntinuour
rsturn dala from 1935 through 1971 will be included wilh a higher frequency than one wilh a
smaller amount of available d a m Thus, our data rsquirsmentn introduce 1 bias towards
including only surviving
none of our simulation rssults suggest that lhs bias is of

....""

immnln".

' T h m points aboul !he praedurs for introducing abnormal performance arc worth m s l i o n ing. Finl, no* that the level oi abnormal performance arsaialed with an actual event w v l d
i t s i f be ~ t o c h w l i ~an: event w u l d t h w d e c t no1 only the conditional mean of s ucurity'p
rcluro. bur highsracder momsnls as -11. Intmdudng a constant rsprssmts a simple espe which
enables w l o focw an the detection of msan shins when an svsnt takes place, holding conatsnl
the conditional variana. The dete~rionof msao shifts is the rslsvanl phenomenon to rludy when
inv*lligsting how
d ~ b r e n tmsthodotogrn pick u p the impact of an event on the vsluc of

.,,.......
,IT.""

Sewna. a~tnough,t ,I not irLt.sa. lor our pucpoun. 81 should also be noted #ha! d lo, s urrn
tnrrr .I pmltlrc ~ b n o r m pl f o r m n u r condltlunal on an cbm!. thcrc should alro be
nrpsu.r xbnorma. ocrfumansc .ond.t.onr
on nu cwnt Olhcrw~u.thc unconatllonal cxprted
return on the xcutity will be abnormal, which in inconsirtsnl with an sfisisnt mark*. However.
for simulations ifitroducing positive abnormal psrformanss in month '0', the appropriate
downward adjwtmcnt lo
returns i n those months when the svsnt docs not a c u r is not
obvious. The a d j u ~ m s n twhish leaves sipsned returns unaltered will dspsnd upon the cr an16
probability of the event, which in an actual svsnt study is unohsmable.
For all rrrulls ~ p o ~ l isn dthis papsr, in order to leave msan returns unaltsrcd asros all levels
o f abnormal psrfo-a,
for a h sampls security the obvrved rsturn for each month i n the
YCYIII)
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3.2. Abnormal peformance measuresfor a giuen sample

For every sample, we have a set of security returns which is transformed to
reflect various levels of abnormal performance. For each sample, we calculate
performance measures based on the three models 01 the return-generating
process discussed in section 2. The performance measures are briefly summarized here; further details are contained in the appendix.
(a) M e a n Adjusted Returns - To implement this model, we focus o n the
returns to each sample security around the time of its event. We examine
whether or not the returns on the sample securities in month '0' are
statistically significantly different from the returns on the securities in the
time period surrounding the event. As discussed below, several direrent
significance tests are used. The Mean Adjusted Returns method is used
by Masulis (1978).
(b) M n r k e t Adjusted Returns - Unlike the Mean Adjusted Returns methodology, this method takes into account marketwide movements which
occurred at the same time that the sample firms experienced events. The
variable of interest is the difleerence between the return on a sample
security and the corresponding return on the market index. We initially
use the Fisher Equally Weighted Index to represent the market portfolio,
and we will later examine the results when the CRSP Value Weighted
Index is employed. The performance measures are the differences hetween the sample security returns and the market index in month '0'.
Again, the statistical significance or the measures is assessed in several
different ways. The Market Adjusted Returns method is used by Cowles
(1933) and Latane and Jones (1979).
(c) M n r k e t and Risk Adjusted Returns - This method takes into account
both market-wide factors and the systematic risk of each sample securitv.
Although we will examine a number of dinerent variatibns or tGs
(-89, + l o ) psriod is reduced by the l c v d of abnomsl psrformsn~ediv~dadby la, Roughly
speaking, lhmr traarfomalion presumes that for sash sample vcurlty the cr anre probability 01
the svsnt in any one month a 0.01. Simulations have alao k n swried oul wlth no such
adjuntmsnt, and the reeultn do no1 appear to be vnrilivs l o whether or not such an adjvstmsot
o r d u r e is d.
a in ail^, i t should be noted that our simulations arc dirscfly applicable l o the cmc where there
8s 'good news' or 'bad news'. We am implititly examining abnormal perlormana for tho%
~ l r i t x * which
i
had good news; i f month V had unconditional abnormal prfarmanss q u a 1 to
z r o , then thsrs need be no adjustment to returns in the 1-89, + 10) p i o d Furthermore, we
havs also simulated a situation whsrs, for a given sample lueutity, p o d news (psilive abnormal
performance) or bad news (negative abnormd p f o r m a o a ) occur wilh eqval probability a,
month 'W,and whsrc the abnormal psrformance meanurc condit8onal an a bad news rralizaboo
is multiplied by - 1 belorn the null hypothesis of no abnormal sample lueurity mtumr m testd.
Tbe r a u l l ~from r u ~ + alrnoatirs simulations am quite nimtlar ra l h a v * p o n d in t
k paw.
although there is a slighl redunion in ths & g m of m i s p s c i h l i o n in rhs n o n - p a r m l r i s tntn.
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method, we initially use the 'market model'.'O For each sample security,
we use ordinary least squares to regress its return over the period
around the event against the returns on the Equally Weighted Index for
the corresponding calendar months. The 'market model' regression which
is perlormed yields a residual in each event related month lor each
sample security. The significance 01 the month '0' market model residuals
is then examined.
Detecting 7 j p e

I

and o p e

11 e r r o r s f o r a g i v e n s a m p l e

For a given sample, when no abnormal performance has been introduced
we test whether or not, under each performance measure, the hypothesis 01
no abnormal perlormance is rejected. This null hypothesis should indeed be
true if randomly selected securities do not, on average, exhibit any abnormal
performance given a particular benchmark. We classily rejection of the null
hypothesis here as a Type I error - rejecting it when it is true.
We then investigate how the methodologies perlorm when the null
hypothesis is not true lor the sample, that is, when the returns 01 the sample
securities have been transformed to reflect abnormal performance. For a
given level 01 abnormal performance introduced into every sample security,
each methodology is applied and the hypothesis 01 no abnormal perlormance
then tested. I1 the null hypothesis lails to be rejected, this is classified as a
Type 11 error - lailure to reject the null hypothesis 01 no abnormal
performance when it is lalse.

S.J. Blown ond J.B. Womrr, Meamring security price prformoncr

in month 'O'."
The lrequency of rejections is reported when the null
hypothesis is tested at both the 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels using a onetailed test."
4.1. Rejectionfrequencies u s i n g t-tesrs

One set 01 stgnificance tests lor which results are reported in table 1 are ttests." When there is no abnormal performance, lor all 01 the perlormance
measurement methods the t-tests reject the null hypothesis at approximately
the significance level 01 the test. For example, lor the tests at the 0.05 level,
the rejection rates range lrom 3.2% for the Market Adjusted Returns method
Table 1
A comparison o l alternative psrlormanos measures. Psrcenlage o l 250 replicalionn where the
null hypothesis is rejected. One-tailed lest. Ho: mean abnormal performance !n month '0'=0.0.
Sample aizs=SO rsuririss.
Test level: a-0.05

"Sls Fama (1976, chs. 3 and 4) for a drrusrion or the markst modsl.

Test level: a-0.01

Actual level olabnormal oerformance in monlh '0'

Method

0%

1%

5%

0%

1%

5%

M r o n Adjured Rerumr
I-test
Sign teat
Wilcoron signed rank tesl

4.0
0.8
1.6

26.0
6.4
12.8

lm.0
96.0
99.6

1.6
0.0
0.4

8.8
1.6
4.4

99.2
90.8
97.6

3.2
0.0
1.6

19.6
9.2
17.2

tm.0
99.2
99.6

1.6
0.0
0.4

5.2
2.0
4.4

96.4
97.6
98.8

4.4
0.4
2.8

22.8
7.2
16.4

lm.0
99.6
loo0

1.2
0.0
0.0

6.8
2.4
4.4

98.4
98.0
99.2

Marker. Adjured Rerumr
L-test
Sign test
Wilsoron signed rank lest

4. Simulating the methodologies across samples: Procedure and initial mults

Whether a particular perlormance measure happens to result in a Type 1
or Type 11 error for a given sample and a given level 01 abnormal
perlormance yields little insighf into the likelihood that a particular type 01
error will s y s t e m a t i c a l l y be made with a given methodology. To get direct
measures 01 the e x a n t e probability of Type I and Type 11 errors, the
procedure 01 introducing abnormal performance and then testing lor it must
be applied to each 01 the 250 samples. For a specific level 01 abnormal
performance introduced into each security 01 every sample, we examine the
overall perlormance 01 a methodology when it is applied to each sample that is, when the methodology is replicated 250 times. We concentrate on the
frequency 01 Type I and Type I1 errors in these 250 trials.
For each methodology, table 1 shows the lrequency with which the
hypothesis of no abnormal perlormance in month '0' is rejected using several
different significance tests. The results are reported lor 0, 1, 5, 15 and 50%
levels 01 abnormal performance introduced into each security 01 every sample
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t-lest

Sign test
Wilcoron signed rank lest

'Fisher Equally Weighted Index. Note thal for IS and M% levels o l abnormal psrformance,
the psrcentage o l rejections is I W % lor all methods.
"The range or t h n s levels o l abnormal prlormanos corresponds roughly to the range of
estimated abnormal psrformance reported in F a m a Fisha, Jsnssn and Roll (1969, table 2). For
example, lor their sample o l stock splits lollowed by divided inmeass, estimated abnormal
srlormanos ranged from about 1% ;n month '0' 1 0 ~ 3 8 %when the psrlormaoce measure k
cumulated over a 3Cmonth p r i o d M o r e and including month D.
"Throughout most o l the papsr, naultn will bc reported lor on+tailed t a t s . I n a one-tailed
test a1 any Ganillsance level a. the mitical value of the Lest alatistic at or above which the nuU
hypothesi. is-rejected is give. by the (1-a) lractils o l the frequency distribution o l the 1-1
statialic which is assumed to obtain under the null. I n -ion
5, results lor two-tailed tests will
bc disc"&.
~~~~~~"The d.s,Lmpt.on,
~nocr.yng thc r . l o t , arc o o i c s d .n the l p p n d ~ ri.dr an crdmplc or ra*lr in o c n l ,lud#u, uc JaTe 1974) Although d~Kcrcnlrrmal.dnr d ihc t-aali arc cramonsd in
xr.1 dn 6 r c r d l r idr the ~nltu,stmulsodn, rrr nol un,l#nc to ihc 1 ~ 1 6 ,nrlrf#.,n
c
rmplo,ved
~

~

!
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to 4.4% lor the Market and Risk Adjusted Returns method; lor tests at the
0.01 level of significance, the rejection rates for the three methods range from
1.2 to 1.6%.~'Wtth I % abnormal performance, using r-tests the Mean Adjusted Returns
method reiecls the null hv~othesisin 26.0X of the 250 replications when
testing at ;he 0.05 level oisignificance. his compares to a 22.8% rejection
rate with the Market and Risk Adjusted Returns method, and a 19.6%
rejection rate with the Market Adjusted Returns method. This result is
striking: it suggests that the simplest method, the Mean Adjusted Returns
method, is no less likely than either of the other two to detect abnormal
performance when it is p r e ~ n t . ' ~
Furthermore, the results which obtain with 1 % abnormal pedormance are
robust with respect to seemingly minor variations in the simulation procedure. For example, the relative rankings of the tests d o not seem to be very
sensitive t o the significance level at which the null hypothesis is tested: at the
0.01 level of significance, the Mean Adjusted Returns method rejects 8.8% of
the time, compared to a rejection rate of 6.8% for the Market and Risk
Adjusted Returns method and a 5.2% rate for the Market Adjusted Returns
method. It should also be emphastzed that our conclusions about the relative
'*Even il the s m p i r ~ c ~ampl
l ling d>rtribution of a particular test ststistic corresponds sxasrly
to the assumd lheorstical distribution, thc proportion of mlectionr when the null hypothesis is
true will not be exactly equal to the tcrr level: The proportion o l rejecflonn is itseli a random
variable with a sampling distribution. Suppone that, under the null hypolhesir, the outcomes of
the hypolhais t a r s for sach o l the 250 rcplisations are cndrpcndent. Then al the 0.05 lest lsvsl.
the proportion o l rejections lor such a Bsrnoulli p r o m s has a mean o l 0.05 and a standard
dsvislion 010.014. 11 the proportion of rejections is normally dialributed, then ihs percentage of
rejections rspor~sdin table I lor 0 % abnormal pcrlormance should, il thc 1 s t rmtistiss are
properly sprcified, be h f w s s n 2 and 8 % approrlmalcly 9 5 Z of ihs time when lcstlng at the
0.05 level. A1 the 0.01 Isrsl, the proportion o l rejections should be betwten 0 and 2.20%
approrimaely 95% o l the time.
I n ~ ~ l ~ ~ lthe
a tproportion
~ n g
of rjsctmons to be obssrved under the null hypothesis. i t should
be krpr in mind that our 250 samples or 'trials' cannot be rsgardd as lierally independent. A
given gecunty can be included i n more than Iof rhs 250 replications. T o invstigalc the dcgrrs
o l dependence, lor sach of the 250 samples ws computed an squally weighted average rclurn for
the sample securities for event months -89 through +LO. Ws lhsn s o m p u l d the 31125
p a o w i v correlation coefitisnw lor the 250 samples. The correlarion sosficicnr berwccn ampie
Iand sample Z far sxampls, in computed h o m the LCU equally weighted returns on cash asmple
In event t,mc
The large*, of the 31125 pairwise sorrrlation soefisisnls ir 0.42, and the omallssl is -0.34.
Using a t w o - m i l d test, only 485, or about 1.5% of rhs correlation cosfiticno are rignlfispn! at
the 0.01 lsvel, compared to an e x p e n d proportion of 1%. While the hypothesir that the
o a m p h arc pairwise independent in rejected, rhs &@se
of linear dependence nppeara lo be
small.
"In comparing rejection lmqusnciu suosr mcthodologia, i t is ne-ary
to gauge #he
magnitude of the dilfsrsnca in rejection proportion& ciUlsr p i w i s e or jointly. If, lor each
replicalion. the rcsultl lor two d i k r c n t lcrt mslhods arc i n d s ~ n d e n o
lf each other, then the
dilference in the proportion of rejections i n 250 rsplications could be aa large an about 4 %
merely due to chance; hence the dilfcrcncs betwccn Ihr 26.0% r e l a i o n rats for Mean Adjuard
Returns nssd not be regarded as signifimrly dinerent from the 22.8% rejection ralc for the
Market and Rink Adjustd Returns method.
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performance of the Market Adjusted Returns and Market and Risk Adjusted
Returns methods have not beeri induced by the use of the Equally Weighted
Index. For example, with I % abnormal performance, the rejection rate we
obtain for the Market and Risk Adjusted Returns with the Equally Weighted
Index is 22.8%; with the Value-Weighted Index, the rejection rate is even
lower, 15.2%. Differences between the use of the Equally Weighted and
Value Weighted Indices are examined in detail in section 7.1b
When the level of abnormal pedormance is increased from I to 5 % in
each sample security, all three methods detect the abnormal performance
almost all of the time: at the 0.05 significance level, all three methods reject
the null hypothesis 100% of the time, and at the 0.01 level. the minimum
rejection rate is 96.4% for the Market Adjusted Returns method. Similarly,
when the level of abnormal performance is again increased lirst to 15% and
then to 5O%, all three methods reject virtually 100% of the time. While this
high frequency of rejections suggests that the tests for abnormal performance
are quite powerful when there is 5 % or more abnormal performance, it
should be kept in mind, as we will later discuss, that these resultr are
critically dependent on the assumption that the precise time at which the
abnormal performance occurs is known with certainty. Furthermore, a s we
will also discuss, the relatively favorable performance of the Mean Adjusted
Returns method will not obtain under all experimental conditions.
4.2. Parametric us, non-parametric sign$crmce rests

Implicit in the 1-tests which are used to assess abnormal performance are a
number o f strong assumptions: for example, in order for the test statistics to
be distributed Student-I in the Mean Adjusted Returns method, security
returns must be normally distributed. If such an assumption is not met, then
the sampling distribution of test statistics assumed for the hypothesis tests
could differ from the actual distribution, and false inferences could result. If
the distribution of the test statistic is misspecified. then the null hypothesis,
when true, could be rejected with some frequency other than that given by
.the significance level of the test.
T o examine the usefulness of significance tests which make less restrictive
assumptions than the t-tests, we also employ two non-parametric tests of the
':lo an Ass, Pricing mods1 contat. thsrc i a no slcsr 0 priari justifisscion lor uu o l an squally
weighted index. Howsvsr, svsn i f their use i a vtcwd as an ad hac p r d u m . the lact rhal rush
indices arc employed i n actual event nludics [c.g.. Famn. Fisher, lensen snd Roll (1969). Watts
(191811 nuggesa that lhs c o o s q u a t a n o l thrtr urc am of ioterest. In addotion, thsrs are r r o n g
r w o n s lor reporting initma1 nlmulation rrilultr with the Equally Weightd Lnda. As ws later
dislrss, some of the perlormance measure under study can actually be biand when used wilh
Ihs Valu-Wemghted I n d n . I f ws rsportsd our initial simulalion rcrults u i n g the ValusWeighted Index. blansr w o c ~ a t dwith the use of that index would make il dimcult to
slaodardlzz the lsvsl 01 Typc I errors across tssl mslhods; valid somparinona o l the power of
dineren, msthodologio would thus not be possible with our nimukuon p r m d u r e

